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Justin Hultquist

Developing Activities on Uncharismatic Animals found at Omaha’s Henry
Doorly Zoo and Aquarium

Abstract: The Education Department at Omaha’s Henry Doorly Zoo and Aquarium has a
number of educational activities based on charismatic species found there. I wished to develop
activities the department may use for less charismatic or misunderstood species at the zoo. I
began by surveying the exhibits at the zoo and taking note of what species or groups didn’t
receive as much visitor engagement, or what comments were made on species that were
incorrect. I then began to brainstorm and narrow down potential species that I could develop an
educational activity around. As I began to develop and create activities, a trend I noticed was the
higher presence of activities based around uncharismatic aquatic species as opposed to
uncharismatic terrestrial species; this was mostly since aquatic species tended to fill more exotic
niches or possess more diverse adaptations compared to terrestrial species. The current final
product has ten activities I developed over the course of my summer internship at the Henry
Doorly Zoo.

Keywords: Science Communication, Zoology, Education

Background:
This past summer of 2021 I was exceedingly fortunate to receive a summer internship
with Omaha’s Henry Doorly Zoo and Aquarium. As both an Omaha native and someone who
loves animals and conservation, I’ve always loved going to the zoo and was truly excited. I

specifically worked within the education department for the zoo where I primarily assisted in a
smorgasbord of programs including the Zoo After School Program (ZAP!), summer camps,
kindergarten and pre-K classes, interpretive guide work, online tours and experiences, behindthe-scenes tours, scout classes, and emceeing for the Meadowlark Theater.
The internship program and staff were new, meaning I got to serve as a “guinea pig”
alongside the other interns for the changes made to the program. These included weekly lectures
from figureheads from different departments at the zoo and an individual final project we would
all share with one another. I was originally tempted to design a camp for the education
department to use (some topic ideas included nocturnal animals and adaptations), but I ended up
deciding to design educational activities instead; the educational activities would each revolve
around a specific animal or group of animals. I was inspired to create the educational activities
based on previously established activities used by educators in the zoo’s summer camps as well
as the Eight-Legged Encounters activities by Hebets Lab I learned about during the Chancellor’s
Distinguished Lecture Series back in fall 2018.
In order to both challenge myself and create what could hopefully serve as meaningful
work for the education department, I decided to limit myself to animals at the zoo that I believed
were less charismatic or intriguing to the general public. I went through previous educational
material and toured different exhibits to get an idea what animals tended to receive the most
viewer engagement. Any animals that didn’t receive as much traffic or attention compared to
charismatic animals like penguins or elephants, I marked down to try to brainstorm ideas for.
An initial trend I noticed with my work were more activities based around aquatic species
than anything else. When designing some of my initial activities, I had an easier time creating
activities based off of aquatic animals since they tended to have more niche and intriguing traits.

I was aware of species of terrestrial animals that I wished to discuss like the rock hyrax and
fossa, but I was struggling to find ways to design activities based around them.
If I were to reattempt this project, I would want to try to broaden my options to animal
species that the public either lacked information on, including differences between seals and sea
lions, general information on lemurs, albinism vs. leucitic, etc, or had misinformation on, such as
the digestive system of gorillas, anthropomorphism, and the quills of a porcupine. This would
require me to spend more time actively listening to and watching the visitors at the zoo to gauge
what people know and pay attention to.
I would also want to communicate with different people I know to gauge whether an
activity is up to snuff. Ideally, it would be great to reach out to people of different backgrounds
and knowledge sets (whether those be peers, coworkers, friends, family, etc) and see what they
think of the activities I design. This would be nice to gauge if the activity seems engaging, is
missing anything I overlooked, or even makes sense. When I was initially designing my
activities during the summer, I didn’t think to reach out to my advisors and was too focused on
other tasks. When I did reach out to my advisors, they were able to immediately provide me with
several ways to change or improve some of the activities I had. (I say this like it’s a good idea for
the future when I should’ve known it more so from the start, which is on me). That being said,
communicating with different people like my advisors would help improve and smooth things
out.
Lastly, another change I would make redoing this project would be the creation of certain
activities with more specific details or goals in mind (other than just the animal) including agegroup and educational topic. When designing an activity, it may be more beneficial to have ideas
and guidelines in mind to help with critical thinking.

Wobbegong Ambush Activity:
For the wobbegong activity, I wanted to try to find an activity that would be a great fit for
the standout traits of the wobbegong, namely how the wobbegong hunts for food as a nocturnal
ambush predator. Initially, I thought it would be entertaining to create a game akin to “heads up
seven up” where the participants would be in a classroom with the lights out and be still,
essentially pretending to be wobbegongs; the instructor would go around the room with a fishthemed snack and give it to students doing a good job. However, I thought I could do better and
include more for the students, and I ended up creating a wobbegong craft for them to make. My
design for the wobbegong craft included the use of colored construction paper for the fins and
tassels above the wobbegong’s mouth while the wobbegong’s body would a brown paper bag. I
chose the open end of the paper bag to be the mouth of the wobbegong compared to using the
other end like the mouth of a puppet in order to more accurately represent the mouth of the
wobbegong when it eats its prey; when wobbegongs open their mouths, they create a vacuum
small fish can get pulled into. As for the camouflage with the body and the eyes, I thought it
might be fun for students to color and draw patterns on the wobbegong using markers and
potentially googley-eyes for fun. An alternate to the wobbegong participants could use would be
the goliath grouper, which is also found in the Scott Aquarium and is also a nocturnal species
and ambush predator like the wobbegong that uses a vacuum to catch its prey. After finishing
their crafts, students could then use their wobbegongs to catch the snack with while sitting still in
the dark.
Upon later discussion with Dr. Hebets, a way I could greatly improve this activity and
demonstrate the vacuum fish like the wobbegong and goliath grouper create would be by using

something like a turkey baster to suck in water from a glass or beaker; gold fish crackers (or
something else small) could be put into the water so when the baster sucks in the water like the
wobbegong or grouper does, students can see the crackers inside the turkey baster.

Japanese Spider Crab Activity:
Like the wobbegong activity, I thought this activity could serve as another entertaining
way to give participants a snack. In the activity, the participants mimic Japanese spider crabs
using grabber claws to pick up a snack from the ground. I’ve considered maybe having
participants use the claws to bring food to their mouths, but, if that were to be implemented,
there would need larger and sturdier snack like an animal cracker or oreo, and the grabber claws
would have to be regularly sanitized, so it most likely isn’t going to happen.
Initially for the Japanese spider crab activity, I had just planned to utilize toy grabber
claws to mimic the claws of the spider crab. After reviewing and discussing the activity with Dr.
Hebets, I agreed to implement more uses I hadn’t thought of, including the use of velcro to help
demonstrate the behavior Japanese spider crabs and other decorator crabs. Velcro straps would
be attached to pieces of cloth and other potential items that would serve as decorations for the
participant. Using the grabber claws, students would then stick the decorations to velcro strips on
hats they would wear for the activity.
Unlike the other activities, I think this activity is fairly open to all age-groups for
participants; the activity should hopefully be entertaining for everyone, and the level of detail
and depth on educational material can be adjusted based on the age group; younger age groups
could focus on the basic facts on the crab and it’s lifestyle, while older age groups can learn

about its role in the ecosystem or topics related to the Japanese spider crab like deep-sea/polar
gigantism.

Sea Life Biofacts Activity:
My intention when designing the sea life biofacts activity was to incorporate the Henry
Doorly Zoo’s biofacts into an activity for participants in camps at the zoo. Biofacts are items
pertaining to or from animals used solely for the purpose of education; these can range from pelts
and skulls of animals that have passed away, to items confiscated by the law and given to the zoo
like ivory products, to items meant to demonstrate the behavior of specific animals (e.g. a blue
blanket “watering hole” and paper human and giraffe tongues used to compare differences in
how giraffes drink).
My other main goal for this activity was get the participants more interested in sea life
like coral and sea stars that, upon first glance, may seem simple and dull compared to a sea turtle
or shark but are actually all just as interesting and important in their own right. The biofacts for
the more “still” sea-life include a mushroom coral variety, a sea star, sea urchins, and a loofa
sponge. The key component of these biofacts are that they’re real and that they’re tactile, which
should be intriguing for kids participating in the activity.
While these biofacts by themselves would be satisfactory for lower age groups in
learning about these animals, high schoolers or college-aged participants may need a variant of
the activity where the instructor could go in-depth and discuss general information, ecological
impacts, and studies done on coral, sea stars, and sea urchins while students are able to pass
around and touch the biofacts.

Archer Fish Activity:
The archer fish possesses the unique ability to shoot water out of their mouths into the air
to catch prey. For this reason, I thought it would be entertaining to come up with a way for
student participants to be able to recreate this activity. In my opinion, the best way to do this was
by using a super soaker and shooting bug targets. Some of the targets would remain still on top
of a rod, stick, or solid surface where the participant would have to angle up towards in order to
knock down; the other targets would be suspended using string attached to a stick and act as
moving/flying prey. This activity would need to take place outdoors since super soakers are
involved as well as to potentially help spread out the targets for the participants.
A potential (and less hygienic) alternate activity for the archer fish would be a contest
where participants would see how far they could shoot out water from their mouths like an archer
fish. This would also need to be outdoors, and it would be ideal for participants to go one at a
time at the same spot. A prize could be given to the participant who manages to get first in the
contest, or a snack could be given to each participant upon knocking down a final target at the
end of the activity.
Age-wise, I believe this activity could be enjoyable for all age-groups since it’s more
active and action-oriented. In terms of educational material, it would be best to keep it to basic
facts about the archer fish with younger students and how its adaptation helps it in the wild. For
older kids, one could additionally discuss the risks and rewards for the archer fish’s adaptation
and lifestyle, including the pros and cons of living near the water’s surface.

Tawny Frogmouth Camouflage Activity:

The tawny frogmouth activity was made to highlight the tawny frogmouth, a species of
bird from the nightjar family, and to use its camouflage as a way to discuss the benefits of
camouflage for animal species, namely how predators might have a hard time detecting them.
This activity is a bit shorter and more passive compared to some of the others I came up
with. I didn’t want to copy an already established camouflage activity with octopuses:
participants would color in paper octopuses and attempt to camouflage them around the
classroom and education building, then the class would vote on the best hidden and best designed
octopuses. I really wanted to make something distinct and different, but looking back on it now, I
don’t believe it would be harmful to incorporate this activity for the tawny frogmouth. A change
I could make that would be different would be to have the colored-in tawny frogmouths hidden
somewhere outdoors instead of inside the classrooms (if the weather’s pleasant).
Age-wise, I think this activity would be better suited for elementary school students. I
think high school students and potentially middle school students already have a solid
understanding of how camouflage is beneficial for animals compared to younger kids. A
potential teaching point for upper-level students could be to examine other forms of camouflage
found in nature besides visual camouflage.

Fish Schooling Activity:
I made the fish schooling activity to teach students about fish that school in the wild as
well as what potential advantages and disadvantages of schooling might be. This activity should
be done in a large, open space for participants to move around freely without bumping into
obstacles. Participants would start by grouping together and performing simple movements to
adjust to moving as a group; it’s important to see how well the group is maneuvering and if help

is needed. Once the group has adjusted, begin introducing different directions the group needs to
go to and potentially have a leader or participant act as a predator the group needs to avoid
(ideally without running to prevent trampling!). Afterwards, have the participants reflect on the
advantages and disadvantages with schooling.
My main concern when I designed this activity was the potential for students to get hurt
being clumped together and getting too rough with one another. With this in mind, students
shouldn’t run and should group in an area with plenty of room to maneuver. A safer alternative
to this activity would be an obstacle course students would need to navigate as a group together
while having some additional burden: either having to maintain a certain formation, avoid a
predator on the course, or meet a time constraint for the course. While younger age-groups might
find more enjoyment in the physicality of this activity, this would need to be one that would
require a lot of guidance and watching to prevent injury.

Bird Call Activity:
Rather than trying to focus on one specific species of bird found in the aviary or
elsewhere throughout the zoo, I thought to create a more generalized activity on birds. I decided
it would be entertaining for students to hear bird calls and guess which species makes those calls
out of four potential options (as well as to hear the variety of sounds birds are able to make). I
created a PowerPoint presentation with images of four different bird species on each slide for
students to see (a YouTube link was added to each slide for the video of the birdcall/species in
mind). I didn’t know how to play the sounds without using video, so this activity would work
best with either the sounds playing through a computer while the screen is frozen with the

PowerPoint presentation on display or with the sounds playing on a separate device. (A link to
the PowerPoint is linked with the activity below).
I found this activity to be entertaining even though I didn’t feature species at the zoo. I
was especially content including a portion of the PowerPoint clearing up misinformation for the
sounds an eagle makes. I believe this activity would be appealing to all age-groups given its
game format, though I might’ve included information that might not appeal as much to younger
age groups. This activity also serves as an example for what I’d want to create future activities
around since it’s not too limiting and incorporates educational material while being more active
and participation based compared to some of the other activities I attempted to design.

Salt Creek Tiger Beetle Activity:
While I still wish to teach people about the local efforts being made to conserve the salt
creek tiger beetle, after discussing it with my advisors, what I had created for an educational
activity was too passive and not engaging. This is fair since at the time I had started to move
away from activities and was more so just trying to find educational topics I found intriguing to
highlight. What I thought of for the salt creek tiger beetle was simply to discuss and lecture the
students and while this would work for a traditional lecture/education style, it would absolutely
not work as an engaging activity for participants. A better potential idea for an activity would be
something relating to the tiger beetle’s life cycle or its predation strategy; part of the beetle’s life
is spent as a larva beneath the ground; the beetle’s predation strategy involves stalking and
ambushing prey similar to that of a tiger.

Koi Pond Activity:

This activity was based around the koi fish at the lagoon in the Henry Doorly Zoo. After
doing some research on koi fish, I thought it would be fitting to create this activity as a means for
participants to relax and color a koi fish drawing (or draw their own koi fish from scratch). The
participants could also design and draw a pond for the koi and vote for their favorite
drawings/colorings afterwards. Ideally, the different colors koi fish have been observed to have
would be best for the coloring, but (especially with younger kids) any color should be fine for the
activity.
Since this activity is fairly straightforward and simple, I believe this would work well for
all age-groups as an activity. An additional component that could be included for older kids
could be looking into the artificial selection of koi fish and how it works; students could even be
introduced to basic Mendelian genetics if they’re old enough and guess what colors and patterns
different generations of koi would have in basic problems.

Takin Adaptations Activity and Environmental Adaptations Activity:
I really wanted to create an activity around the takin the zoo has, since they’re fairly
unique and intriguing in their anatomy and since I always felt they were glossed over at the zoo
by guests. What I originally designed involved discussing the purpose of each adaptation the
takin possesses to help it survive in the wild, but it felt too passive and not really engaging as an
activity. An alternative approach I think would be better would involve describing the different
adaptations and traits the takin possesses to participants and then have them attempt to draw
what they think the takin looks like.
However, discussing the takin adaptations activity with my advisors helped me decide on
a broader, more engaging version of the activity more themed around adaptations for different

habitats and more encompassing for different species like the takin. This would entail describing
to students the traits, diets, and lifestyles of animals found in different environments. Once
students have a grasp on what adaptations are, the instructor would have students think of traits
an animal might have to help it survive in each environment; students could also be shown a
variety of different photos of animals and be asked where each one would be found in the wild.
Since this activity involves some critical thinking and creative thinking from participants,
it might be more ideal to use this activity for students in a nine to eleven-year-old age group; I
think this activity may be too complicated for younger kids and too easy for older kids. I could
be wrong with the activity being too hard for young kids, but, if its needed, a way to simplify the
activity would be to stick strictly with what animals one could find in different environments.

Wobbegong and Goliath grouper ambush eating:
Goal: To help students learn how fish like the wobbegong and goliath grouper hunt for food as
ambush predators
Background: Fish like the wobbegong and goliath grouper both act as ambush predators, lying
still to hide from their prey. When they’re close enough, the fish create a vacuum due to a
change in pressure when they open their mouths, causing prey to be sucked in and swallowed
whole. Additionally, the wobbegong can use its caudal fin as a lure for prey species.
Materials:
- Turkey baser or syringe like tool – plastic pipettes? To demonstrate how prey are caught
in vacuum
- Small snack like goldfish bag or fruit snacks (would be fun to use Swedish fish to keep
fish theme)
- Paper bag mouth – design to look like wobbegong or grouper as a craft beforehand
- Coloring utensils and paper to design fins, tassels for wobbegongs, and colors
Procedure:
• Have students learn about the wobbegong and goliath grouper (both found in the Scott
Aquarium and are ambush predators)

•
•
•

Students receive materials and create paper bag wobbegong or goliath grouper, with
the opening of the bag as the mouth
Have room lights off/dark
Have students lie still like the predator while the instructor walks around with a snack,
preferably a baggie of goldfish or Swedish fish. When a baggie is close to an unmoving
mouth, the student opens the bag and “sucks” in the snack. Once every student has
received a snack, they may eat them.
o If a student created a wobbegong, they may use their tail to lure in the snack bag
as well

BBC. (2022). Shark - tasseled wobbegong. BBC One.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/1Nmj6hynkDMfryQkVZJkmgy/tasselledwobbegong
Shiffman, D. (2014, June 24). Interesting facts about ornate wobbegong sharks. Sport Diver.
https://www.sportdiver.com/keywords/marine-conservation/shark-month-ornatewobbegong
Oceana. (2021, November 7). Atlantic Goliath Grouper. Oceana. https://oceana.org/marinelife/ocean-fishes/atlantic-goliath-grouper

Japanese Giant Spider Crab Activity:
Goal: To teach students about the Japanese giant spider crab and attempt to eat and decorate
themselves like a spider crab

Background: The Japanese spider crab is the largest known species of crab and can grow up to
thirteen feet in leg span; it can also potentially live up to 100 years old. Japanese spider crabs
are members of the decorator crab family, which will pick up pieces of organic material and
place in on their shells to act as natural camouflage. The Japanese spider crab is an omnivore,
and will occasionally act as a scavenger along the seabeds it inhabits eating dead animals.
Materials:
- Toy robot arm claw grabber or trash picker
- Snack (EX: goldfish)
- Velcro Hat – Bucket hat or baseball cap with velcro
- Different pieces of paper, cloth, ribbon, hats, etc to use for decorator crab camo –
decorations could have Velcro stuck to them as well- colored balls, blocks, strips of cloth
Procedure:
• Discuss Japanese spider crab facts
• After discussing Japanese spider crab info, have students operate toy claws and pick up
different colorful decorations to put on their shoulders and head
• Finish by having kids attempt to eat like a spider crab using long toy claws to bring food
up to their mouths

Smithsonian. (2018, May 18). Japanese spider crab. Smithsonian Ocean.
https://ocean.si.edu/ocean-life/invertebrates/japanese-spider-crab
Georgia Aquarium. (2020, December 7). Japanese spider crab. Georgia Aquarium.
https://www.georgiaaquarium.org/animal/japanese-spider-crab/

Archer Fish activity:
Goal: To teach students about the unique hunting strategy the archer fish employs as well as
potentially teach about the dangers and importance of the surface of water for animal
species/predator-prey interactions
Background: Found along the surface of the waters they inhabit, archer fish are capable of
shooting water out of their mouths to knock spiders and insects down into the water to be
eaten. The archer fish’s more narrow body structure and binocular vision help it make accurate
shots at its prey. Archer fish are found in brackish waters in mangroves, where bugs can be
found on low-hanging branches and roots(?)
Materials:
• Super soaker gun
• Target “bug” and stick or ruler for bug to rest on, or have bug flying suspended in the air
via string
• Fishing wire for target bugs
• Clear glass of water to demonstrate surface of water and vulnerability for species there

Procedure:
• Have students start by learning about the archer fish and its unique hunting strategy in
the wild
o Potential videos on the archer fish:
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4T1SQtavaUM
o Watch to 1:55 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S4G_MeUUZlI
• (Optional- have students learn about the importance and danger of being at the surface
of a body of water- aerial predators above and aquatic predators below)
• Find a space where it would safe to use a super soaker to help mimic the archer fish
• Have a fake bug target on a stick held above the student participant who would then
use the soaker to attempt to knock down the bug
San Diego Zoo Wildlife Alliance. (2022). Banded archer fish. San Diego Zoo.
https://animals.sandiegozoo.org/animals/banded-archer-fish

Tawny frogmouth Camouflage:
Goal: To teach kids about the tawny frogmouth and potentially other animals that camouflage,
including its use in the wild
Background: The tawny frogmouth (Podargus strigoides) can be found in Australia and
Tasmania and is a member of the nightjar family. Tawny frogmouths are not related to owls,
and lack the strong, curved talons an owl possesses. The tawny frogmouth is commonly active
at night; during the day, the tawny frogmouth will remain still to aid in its camouflage in trees.
Related birds like the potoo can be found with similar camouflage to the tawny frogmouth.
Procedure:
• Start by having an image of a tawny frogmouth camouflaged for students to see. Try to
have students attempt to find tawny frogmouth hidden within in image.
• After the frogmouth has been shown/found, discuss the tawny frogmouth and related
species
• Discuss with students the advantages of camouflage for the tawny frogmouth and
potentially show other animals (EX: cheetah or octopus) camouflaged as well

San Diego Zoo Wildlife Alliance. (2022). Tawny frogmouth. San Diego Zoo.
https://animals.sandiegozoo.org/animals/tawny-frogmouth
Tawny frogmouth. The Australian Museum. (2020, December 14).
https://australian.museum/learn/animals/birds/tawny-frogmouth/
Schwartz, P. A. (2008, July 9). caprimulgiform. Encyclopedia Britannica.
https://www.britannica.com/animal/caprimulgiform

Fish Schooling Activity:
Goal: To show the advantages of schooling/why some fish school and shoal
Background: The barred flagtail, or kuhlia mugil, is a species of fish in the Kuhliidae family
known to operate in schools. A shoal is a loose formation that can sometimes temporarily
consist of different species while a school is a highly organized and structured group with
coordinated movements and direction. The most unique aspect of fish schools is their ability to
self-organize; self-organization is observed when there is no leader in the group and instead
every individual coordinate with one’s neighbors. Barred flagtail also possess lateral lines along
their bodies to aid in sensitive movements, and they have silvery skin to reflect light more
effectively.
Procedure:
• Have students start attempt to move around an open/clear space as a school would
• Begin by having students group and perform simple movements (EX: move apart three
steps to right from left student) – see how organization and movement improves and
introduce directions they need to go, predators to avoid, and obstacles to go around
• Afterwards, reflect on advantages and disadvantages for schooling – can also potentially
play a video here from youtube or a documentary on schooling fish and predators
• by learning more so about schooling rather than the barred flagtail. Can show a video of
schooling to provide a visual for students

MacDonald, J. (2017, June 21). How Do Fish Schools Work? JSTOR Daily.
https://daily.jstor.org/how-do-fish-schools-work/
Kuhlia Mugil. FishBase. (2022). https://www.fishbase.se/summary/Kuhlia-mugil

Bird Call Activity:
Goal: To have kids hopefully learn more about the different calls birds make and attempt to
distinguish them (originally inspired by kookaburra). This is meant to primarily be just a more
entertaining way to learn about the wide array of sounds and vocalizations different species of
birds make.
Materials:
- Bird Call Powerpoint
- Bird Call Videos on Youtube and other potential websites

Procedure:
• Start off by asking students what distinctive bird sounds they know and potentially play
some (EX: rooster). Creating a list on a markerboard would be helpful to get an idea.
• Begin playing some of the different bird call videos (can be any video, not just the ones
listed below) with students only able to hear the audio. After hearing the audio have
students guess what bird they makes the vocalization they heard
o Vocalization of particular importance would be the expectation and reality of the
sounds a bald eagle makes. Vocalizations from birds like the red-tailed hawk are
used in media as the sound a bald eagle makes, which is very different the
sounds an eagle actually makes.
o PowerPoint also includes curl-crested manucode body, showing the length of its
vocal tract enabling its unique calls
• (Optional) Competitive Game Format where there can be a winner for the PowerPoint
version
Link to PowerPoint via Google Drive:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/17SExmf7Jr7wrrmWgDaSxiRlOcOkh9Key/edit?usp=sh
aring&ouid=110774233022001301184&rtpof=true&sd=true
PowerPoint Sound Videos:
Example Round- Peacock Sounds Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mtz81PjU1vI
1. Robin Bird Call Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZKMctAF6YMc
2. Northern Cardinal Bird Call Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3dLaeG6WCj0
3. Red-tailed Hawk Call Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lP0BPc023qg
4. Eagle Bird Call Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PQ2uMauyBow
5. Curl-crested Manucode Bird Call Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ah2c2bz4JiQ
Bonus - Weirdest Bird Calls Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ray5GGBlZHk
Bonus - Greater Bird of Paradise Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KIYkpwyKEhY

Salt Creek Tiger Beetle Activity:
Goal: To have students learn about a local species under heavy conservation efforts and the
work that goes into saving it
Background: The salt creek tiger beetle (Cicindela nevadica lincolniana) is an endangered
species found only in saline wetlands north of Lincoln in Nebraska. It got its name from the
similar predatory behavior to that of a tiger. The beetle is a sight-based predator, and it will use
bursts of speed to catch its prey. most of its life is spent as a larva and can be found in burrows
along mudflats and banks that contain salt deposits and are near streams of water.
Materials:
• Potential biofacts from salt creek tiger beetle conservation
• Video on salt creek tiger beetle

Procedure:
• Share information with students regarding the salt creek tiger beetle, including general
facts about it as well as its endangered status
o Discussing it as an endangered species should include the shrinking saline
wetland habitat it lives in as well as the conservations efforts being made to help
• (Potentially could have a local leader in the Omaha/Lincoln area discuss the topic with
students and answer any questions they might have)
• Video on SCTB and Conservation work- includes OHDZA:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RX9cy8JS9I4
• Footage of salt creek tiger beetle: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WziYfuqPm_0
• Video on salt creek tiger beetle reintroduction:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=44Mcs9gk49c

Salt Creek Tiger beetle. Nebraska Game and Parks. (2022, January 21).
http://outdoornebraska.gov/saltcreektigerbeetle/
Salt Creek Tiger Beetle Recovery Plan available. Salt Creek Tiger Beetle Recovery Plan Available
| U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service. (2017, January 10). https://fws.gov/press-release/201701/salt-creek-tiger-beetle-recovery-plan-available

Koi Pond Activity:
Goal: To learn about the koi fish and compare its color variations with common carp to discuss
artificial selection
Background: Koi fish are colorful variations of the carp fish, with the name “koi” originating
from the Japanese word for “carp”. Modern koi fish have been selectively bred for generations
dating back to Japanese rice farmers in the early 19th century, though domestication of the carp
in general may date back to 4th century China. The most common color variations for koi
include red, yellow, black, white, and blue. Koi fish can occasionally extremely valuable in price
due to their color variations and lineage they originate from. Koi fish are often found in
stagnant marshes and flooded fields/meadows, but as pets can be found in ponds and other
small bodies of water.
Materials:
• Paper
• Coloring Utensils
• (Optional prizes for best koi fish design and for best pond design)
• Black and white cutout of koi fish:

Smithsonian. (2018, July 9). Japanese koi. Smithsonian's National Zoo.
https://nationalzoo.si.edu/animals/japanese-koi

Takin Adaptations Activity:
Goal: The goal of this activity is a bit simpler and meant to learn about the takin and the
adaptations it possesses to aid it in its natural habitat
Background: The national animal of Bhutan, the takin is a large, herbivorous animal that lives in
mountains and bamboo forests. It has a unique blend of adaptations to help it survive in its
habitat, along with behavioral adaptions including licking minerals and salt counteract plant
toxins.
Procedure:
- Start by showing a picture of what a Takin looks like, and then discuss with students the
advantages for each adaptation the Takin possesses:
o oily, thick fur
o hooves with spurs
o large sinus cavities
o horns
o licking minerals/salt behavior
- Afterward, if weather is pleasant, have students stop at Asian Highlands and discuss the
Takin in action, and any behaviors it might be demonstrating like rubbings its horns on
bark.
- NOTE: A potential alternative way to start this activity would be to have the instructor
describe the traits and adaptations of the takin to the students, and have the students
try to guess and draw what the takin might look like based on its descriptors
(EX: physical traits, diet, habitat, behaviors)
Habitat/Environment Traits Activity:

-

Descriptions of habitats, lifestyles, and diets and ask students what traits an animal
might have that lives in each environment
Have students think and potentially draw or write down ideas about the traits an animal
would have (EX: thick fur in a cold environment)
Share a variety of different photos of animals and ask which ones would be found in a
specific environment

San Diego Zoo Wildlife Alliance. (2022). Takin. San Diego Zoo.
https://animals.sandiegozoo.org/animals/takin

Takin. The Nature Conservancy. (2022). https://www.nature.org/en-us/get-involved/how-tohelp/animals-we-protect/takin/

